[Analysis of lorentzian line shape function broadened by non-sinusoidal wavelength modulation].
In the present work, the Fourier analysis of Lorentzian line shape broadened by non-sinusoidal wavelength modulation was investigated, in which the third order and above harmonic items were ignored. The analytical expression of n-order Fourier coefficient was brought out, where a variable K named harmonic distortion to characterize the ratio of the second harmonic to the first harmonic was introduced. Numerical simulations based on the cases of K > 0.01 and K < 0.01 were carried out, and the result shows: non-sinusoidal modulation has little effect compared with the sinusoidal modulation when K value is less than 0.01, however, if K value is about 0.1 or higher, the center of the Fourier amplitude curve would deviate from the origin of coordinates. With the increase in the harmonic distortion, the deviation of the curve grows, and high order harmonics are more sensitive to the non-sinusoidal modulation compared with the low order harmonics. In addition, when harmonic distortion cannot be ignored, for example K > 0.01, the effect of different depths of modulation on the odd and even order harmonic amplitude curve is significant. And the numerical simulation shows there exists an optimum value of modulation depth which could minimize the impact of the harmonic distortion, and both large K value and small K value would cause a great error. The conclusion of this work could be applied in error analysis of wavelength modulation spectroscopy system And the results are helpful to deepening understanding of WMS and would be the important reference for some kind of frequency stabilization technology in laser instrument.